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By
Brent F. Rossi
A 19 year old female student
was assaulted Sep. 10 on the dirt
path that runs between Burrill
Avenue and the Lower Great
Hill parking lot. According to
campus police, the attack
occurred at approximately 8:30
p.m.
The woman was transported
to the college infirmary after
reporting the incident to campus
police. She did not require hospital treatment.
Her assailant was described as
wearing bluejeans and a \Vhite
T-shirt.
On-campus walking security
\Vas the topic of discussion ~mly
t\vu licrnr:; c<~,r\in ::t th1..:

Students payse to chat during the Class of 1987 Convocational Procession

College meets new president
By

Joseph~ W. Dragon, Jr.

Dr. Gerard Indelicato is the
new · president of Bridgewater
State College. Dr. Indelicato
procedes Dr. Ad_rian Rondi~eau
to the office and is only the mnth
president, or prin~ipal, as t~e
office was called prior to 1894, m
the 146 years of the school's
history.
Gerard Indelicato, B.A.,
M.A., Ph.D., recieved his
Bachelor's in J971 and His Mas-

ter's in l 973, both from BSC. He
earned his Doctorate in 1977
from the University of Connecticut, where he was selected as a
Mott Fellow.
Dr. Indelicato then served as
Chief of the Bureau for Community Education and Adult
Services in the Massachusetts
Department of Education. In
1981, he was selected Dean of
Undergraduate Studies at Worcester State College where he
had been teaching as a member

of the Graduate Faculty since
1978.
In 1983, he took a leave of
absence from Worcester State to
serve Governor Dukakis' new
administration as Special Assistant for Educational Affairs. In
1985, he was appointed to a
national task force on "College
Quality, .. which is in the midst of
a five year study of colleges in the
U.S. The task force will give it's
report in 1991.

Under the leadership of Mr.
Timothy Mellerick, who formerly served as a Staff Assistant
at Shea/ Durgin Residence Hall,
a variety of services have been
centralized through the Division
of Student Services located on
the first floor of Boyden Hall.
Specifically, SCOPE will provide assistance in the following
areas:

Commuter/ Off Campus

peau presented, the path where
the attack occurred would have
been part of the patrol route.
On Thursday, Student Services notified the S.G.A. that they
would contribute money for the
walking security. The security
resumed that night.
According to Vice President
David Deep, the administration
could not wait for tj1e S.G.A. to
act.
"It's still their project," said
Deep, but"we (the administration) have started walking
security."
Also on Thursday, work crews
cut <l<wvn trees and n:movcd
underbrush that lined the pathway. Spotlights were imtalkd

along. the path.
,,·:h·~dukd

t"

mtd with m1:1nbc-r:;
.t!ie
S.G.A. to work on a proposal to
expand. coverage t{> include
Swenson Field, according to
made a presentation
S.G.A., asking for funding for S.G.A. President John Beaton.
the security. Funding was frozen Work schedules that expand
during the summer because later into the morning hours and
members of the S.G.A. wanted. weekends will also be
to know exactly where the considered.
Beaton said he would like the
money was going. Assistant
Treasurer Sue Sullivan stated at administration to fund addithe meeting that she had never tional lighting in and around the
seen security on campus. Other commuter parking lot.
The officer heading the invesS.G.A. members commented
that security's low visibility was tigation deferred comment to the
Campus Police chief, who could
a major problem.
According to a map that Dra- · not be reached.

Homecoming committee
plans campus festivities
By
Dan Darcy

On November l, Bridgewater
State College will celebrate it's
cont. p. 3
annual Homecoming. This event
brings together old as well as
new friends. Students, faculty,
administrators, alumni, and
boosters of all ages show up to
share in the festivities. This is
one of the few events.ofthe year
which brings the entire college
Students
together.
Although this is only
-compile and distribute off
the
first
day of celebration,
campus housing lists
events
are
scheduled
for the rest
-provide information on
of
the
week
as
well.
leases, contracts and other legal
Traditionally, the main focus
obligations related to living off
of the weekend is the football
campus
-provide assistance to both game, at which the Bears take on
Worcester State. There will also
student renters and landlords
-assist students in forming be the school-wide parade.
Clubs and organizations are
carpools
cont. p. 3 invited to participate by decorat-

Alumnus heads new program
If you will be commuting to
Bridgewater this fall;' living offcampus in a house or apartment,
are over 25 years of age, r are a
disabled student you should
watch for news about SCOPE.
S-Services for
C-Commuter/Off Campus,
Q.;.Qlder. than Average, and
P-Physically Challenged Students to
E-Enhance Education

begins

ing and entering their own floats.
There will be a concert and
varios luncheons. Throughout
the school-days the H omecoming Committee is hoping to have
other activities which will stir the
college community's spirits. The
Committee hopes the festivities
will be enjoyable to all.
The Homecoming Committee
needs the help of other people on
campus. At the present time, the
Committee employs the efforts
of I 0 to 15 people. They could
use IO to 15 more people to help
round out the committee. This is
where the members of the student body fit in. All that is
needed is a little creativity, some
time, and a strong sense of pride
in the school.
If you "Y.ould like to contribute
your ideas and time, Homecc•mcont.
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Pit y the plig ht of
Joh n Fre shm an
By
James Barton
Pity the plight of the freshman. They arrive at college,
abundant with dreams of scholastic and social success
(although not necessarily in that
order), but find things much different from their expectations .
The freshman male has many
natural enemies. For purposes of
realism we will label our sample
freshman male John. Most
feared of all of John's enemies is
Jane, also known as our sample
freshman female. Jane is a cold
shrew who teases John with her
sly smiles, clinging clothes, and
lingering scent. John follows.
only to see Jane disappear with
an upperclassm an. Jane can
make John's life a living hell.

Jane now long since gone, John
feels emasculated, his ego desecrated by a girl he will now only
see in his dreams.
John's next obstacle in the
black hole of college is the
dreaded Resident Assistant. In
John's mind, it is this figure of
authority that stands between
him and true nirvana, the party.
The R.A. is a cagey fellow,
trained extensively in the arts of
party eradication and general
amusement suppression. John
must now look yet elsewhere for
merriment.
John takes two Tylenol to
wake up and washes them down
with the last beer in the fridge
(the R.A. is slipping!). It's Monday morning. Today John will
face the last of his major natural
enemies, the disgruntled profes-

sor. In this person's vocabulary,

freshman is a four-letter word.
This person is often overheard
muttering expressions such as
"What did I do to deserve this,"
and "stuck with this class." It
seems as if John can do nothing
to please this monument to scholastic achievement that now
stands before him in his first
class.
Take heart John, all is not as it
seems. If handled correctly this
enemy may become a valuable
ally. Girls are sometimes ..ifast
friends. faster enemies. Resident
. Assistants come and go. Professors arc there for you to use to
your best advantage. Freshman
year lasts only that long. one
year. It only gets better from
here. Good luck John.

President Indelicato enjoys the festivities at the AllCollege Barbeque.

In licato
a mean bu
By
Barbara .1. Murphy
It was a day to see old friends
and get caught up on the news.
The mosfc<1mrrr ontoplc t>fcon:...
\ er.-;arion \Vas "\\/here is heT'and
··what does he look like?"
On Tuesday.Sep tember 2. an
··Al I-College Barbecue., was held
for students. faculty, adminstrators.and staff behifid the Kelly
Gymnasium. Serving and cooking the hot dogs and hambugers
were the new president· and the
vice-presiden ts. lt. was the first
time that many saw B.S.C.'s new
president. For some it came as a
shock. He was wearing shorts
and a red· apron serving hamburgers. "I can't believe he's
cooking and he's wearing
shorts," said one upperclassm an.
It was a day to see adminstrators out of their everyday role. "I
was delighted to see the vicepresidents of the college cooking
hamburgers and hot dogs along

rves
r
with me. I knew they had many
talents, but I didn't realize they
were good cooks, too. Next time
maybe we'll try something a bit
more challenging, like pi7.za· ·"said ·Presi·ent· Indelicato:· ·
WBIM deejays Dave Spuria
and Russell Sherman provided
entertainmen t, spinning records.
lt was an enjoyable time for all.
"lt was terrific to see so many
people having such a good time
in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere." said Indelicato. "That
·sense of belonging together, of
family, is important and needs to
be fostered through our work,
study, and recreation."
Sophomore Karen Melanson
enjoyed herself '"immensely.~·
··1 think it's good that the president is out meeting the students," said Melanson."O n this
campus, l think the students
expect the president to be accessible. This was a good way to
show us that he is."

Kappa Phi Omega
wants you ! fl
By
Jacqui .. Gravel

own during the Greek Week Festivities, enjoying the whole week
in the process.
The sisters of Kappa Phi
Kerry Boire, president of
Omega are proud to announce KPO, and Denise Rizzo welthe opening of their fall semester come and encourage all inter-.
rush, following a successful e.sted women to attend a
1985-86 year. Kappa Phi Omega rush/ informationa l wine and
prides .itself as being, · among cheese reception on Wednesday,
other. things, a social service September 17 at ·the Catholic
organization . Their ·activities Center and a pizza party on
last year included a program to Tuesday, September 23. If you
help feed the poor in Boston, and . are interested in meeting people
a toy drive and sponsorship of on campus and possibly pledgthe "Latch Key" day care pro- ingthe only sorority at Bridgegram in M iddleboro. The soror- water State, please feel free to
ity, also a very active member of call 697-0072 or 697-4434 for
the Greek Council, held their further information.

photo by Kirk Van Dyke

Once again this·year, the parking problem is with us. The Lower Great
Hill lot. is filled to capacity, and the overflow is directed to Swenson
Field.

cont.

Spea k Up
Students,
Register
&.V ote
Sept. 22 and 23
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
S. U. Booksto re
Sept~

24
4:30 to 6 p.m.
Tillingh ast Hall
contact:
F. Scott Longo
Margare t -Hayes
S.G.A . Office
697-1200 ext.2167
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ing Committee meetings are held
everyTuesda y at 3:00 in the Student Union Council Chambers.
Erin E. McDermott, Homecom~

ing Chairperson , or Dan Darcy,
Publicity Director, can be contacted at 697-1200 x2167 or

x2168. ·

Part-tim e positio n starting at
$7.15 hour
Vector M'arketing Corp. will be taking
applicati ons on Tuesday, Sept. 23rd from
10:00-2:00 p.m., in front of the Book Store.
Vector provides an exception al program to
obtain business experienc e and reserve credit, in
addition -to devloping valuable people skills.
Internship s may be obtained by all majors.
Training will be provided if qualified. Must .have
use . of a car. Excel1ent for commute r studentsl If
unable to apply in personca ll 449-4362 M-. W~F,
i0:00-4:00 p.m.

Friday,
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lie t h
for Brid ewater
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Dr. Indelicato assessed
Bridgewater's strengths and
weaknesses by saying "We have
a very good faculty, a distinguished faculty, who have done
terrific work in their own
disciplines."
However, the president is concerned with the Freshman retention and attrition rate, "I don't
mind a student taking five years
to complete a four-year program, six years is fine with me,"
but he does not want students
burning out after one or two
years.
To this end, Dr. Indelicato
would like to see, especially at
the Freshman and Sophomore
level, a very strong Liberal Arts
base followed by a decision on
career goals, "I'm concerned
about channelling people into a
career in their Freshman year, I
don't think they're ready for it."
Improvements in the academic programs Dr. Indelicato
would like to see include the
development of an Honors program which would enable students to work almost
one-on-one with the faculty in
intellectual and academic study.
The new president would also
like to see the school offer
greater rewards to faculty "for ·
scholarly work that they've
done. That makes for a happier
faculty, and a more productive
faculty, which will, in turn, make
for

a

better

being conducted and to areas
have been proposed as possible
locations for at least one 500-bed
dormitory. Either the wooded
area next to the apartments or
the dirt parking lot next to Shea/Durgin could see a new
building.
••By the fall of 1988," said
Indelicato, ••students will be living in those dorms ... they're
going, we have the money."
Following the site feasibility
comes the design stage. The president is looking to a design similar to Scott and Pope Halls but
would include three buildings to
house the 500 students.
As for the academic facilities,
the president maintains that not
all the avilable space is being
used efficiently.
Said Indelicato, "I am having
conducted right now a spaceutilization study, which will be
done by December '86," and
until that study is complete and
all available space is used effectively, the president feels that,
"for me to go forward and ask
for more space would be unfair."
The reason for the improved
physical appearance of the campus is a direct result of Indelicato's desire to create a better
academic environment. Handin-hand with the improved
appearance is the president's
effort to improve facilities for
commuting students.

academic

.. We have had preliminary dis-

ble new residential or academic
facilities. According to the president, a site feasibility study is

have down there is a Commuter
Rail stop behind the gym. It
would give us a grade-crossing

I
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tale
for automobiles to get into our
Great Hill parking lot from the
back end ... if we could get into
the back end of the lot, we could
flow traffic two ways. Right now
we only have one exit and
entrance." The president said
that this development is at least
one year away.
Indelicato talked of his new
office in Boyden Hall.
••1t was the library originally,"
he said,"and then it became
faculty office space; the English
Department used it; Elementary
Eduation used it; and then it
became the President's Conference Room." Today the office is
a fitting tribute to the seat of
power at Bridgewater State, and
certainly rivals any such office at
any college or university in the
East. The high convex cieling is
illuminated by chandelier. The
sole window, which features a
small balcony, overlooks the
Quadrangle. The nut-brown
leather furniture, Victorian
couch, massive desk and conference table give the room an air of
authority. The bookshelves,
which line all or part of each wall
hint at the room's origins and
traditions. A portrait of Abraham Lincoln presides over the
entire area. According to lndelicato, 'Tm proud of my degree
from here. (I am) as proud of my
degree as colleagues of mine who
graduated from Harvard or Yale
say they are proud of their back-

BSC President Gerard Indelicato re/axes in his
new office (photo by Max Speed).

magnificent. Why not ours?
Finally, the president refuses
The president then discussed to allow an increase in student
other touches instituted by him enrollment until the faculty popto improve the condition of the ulation is brought more into line.
campus: removal of the storm.
"We are larger than Salem
fences, the new building signs, State College in student enroland his plans to place brick path- lment," he said," and we have 42
ways, in front of the Quad, fewer faculty members. you
'"where you cut from the steps don't get classes· with· six··sru:..
:·:.-~~~.ri)Yi:~~.,.:(!Pt;.f~caJty ·ni."inben •
ay~ ..
it now becomes ten students to
Ieges and universities in this another cut over by the flagpole one faculty member, and that's
country. Well, the Presidents' · that needs to be put in~ that, too, not the quality I want."
offices on those campuses are is a normal pathway.,.

------~-----Indelicato talked
---~~~--~~~about possi-

Scope

3

including provision of readers,
notetakers, interpreters, on campus transportation, and other
auxiliary aids
-serve as liason between the
cont. from p. 1
physically challenged student
and faculty, administration,
-coordinate the development and/ or off campus agency to
of an active Off Campus/Com-. coordinate services, policies and
muter Student Association procedures
(0.C.S.)
· -assure that physically chal-design programs and services lenged students have equal
to meet the physical, personal access to all college programs
safety, and educational needs of · and services
commuter and off campus stu-coordinate activities to
dents based on assessment data heighten community awareness
-act as an advocate for com- of the attitudinal and /or physimuter Joff campus students
cal barriers faced by disabled
Older than Average Students
students
-assess the needs of adult stu-promote support activities
dents and evaluate present for physically challenged stuservices
dents through the Disabled Stu-promote the development of dent Coalition
services, policies, and prorams
-act as advocate for physically
to enhance the educational expe- challenged students
rience of adult students
To learn more about the
-facilitate the development of "scope" of SCOPE activities,
support networks for adult stu- read The Comment, watch for
dents and promote the activities SCOPE activity posters, or stop
of the OASIS Club(Older than by the Office of Student Services
Average Students In School)
to meet Mr. Millerick. If you
-promote campus understand- would like to become involved in
ing of the educatjonal, social, SCOPE as a reader or notetaker
recreational and cultural needs for a physically challenged stuand interests of the adult dent, would like to help get the
students
Off Campus/ Commuter Associ-act as an advocate for adult ation started or learn about the
students
first meeting of OASJS, or if you
Physically Challenged Students are in need of assistance with a
-assess, coordinate and evalu- housing or commuting problem
ate needs and services of/ for Mr. Millerick is the first person
physically chal1enged students on campus you should see!

Students urged to register
By
F. Scott Longo
This is an open request to
the students of Bridgewater
State College to fufill their
duty as U.S. citizens by registering to vote. It is your choice
to vote or not to vote, but if
you don't first register, that
option is not open to you. The
Student Government Association Voter Registration
Drive is open to all B.S.C. students who are 18 years of age
or older. .The Bridgewater
Town Registrars have been
invited to register students on
September 22 and 23 in front
of the S. U. Bookstore from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and at
Tillinghast Hall on Sep-

tember 24 from 4:30 p.m. to
6:00 p.m. Students can register to vote in either Bridgewater or their hometowns-not
both. To register to vote in
your hometown, you can fill
out a form here, and the registrars will forward it to your
city or town hall. •
Remember, it's up to you to
register to vote and to
enlighten yourself as to what's
going on in the world politically. Don't be fooled into
thinking that decisions that
our representatives make in
government don't affect you
because they DO! Make yourself heard in government by
speaking your mind by voting. So get out there and
register!

STGEORGE'S UNIVERSITY

.}

SCHO~kN2~"M,~pICINE

St. George's University School of Medicine, with more than 1050 graduates licensed
in 33 states. offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading ta the degree of
Doctor of Medicine.
In January 1985. The Journal of the American Medical Association pub·
fished a report which ranked St George's number one of all major foreign medical
schools in the initial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St. Ge'Orge's
students with advanced standing.
SL George·s has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in
New Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
.
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number
of qualified applicants.
For information, please contact the Office of Admissions:
St. George's University School of Medicine
'!r The Forei~n Medical School Services Corporation
One East Marn Street, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-2
(516) 665•8500
I
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It is the beginni ng vf a ne\,. semeste r. And it is the
beginni ng of a ne\\ era at Bridgew ater State
College .
We ha ye a new preside nt.
Gerard Indelic ato has replace d Dr. Adrian Rondileau in the campus 's equival ent to the Oval Office.
Indelic ato has promis ed to lead the campus in a
pursuit of excelle nce. He has set high standar ds, for
the school and for himself .
He has not taken office quietly . A numbe r of
change s have been made over the summe r. Most
visual are the improv ements to campus landsca ping. New grass has been planted on worn spots. An
attracti ve hedge-r ow now lines the stairwa y leading
to Tillingh ast Hall. The area adjacen t to the Kelly
Gymna sium, long a muddy eyesigh t during the
spring and falt has been improv ed. It is now a
grassy island.
If only all problem s were so easily solved.
During a recent class activity . student s were
asked to outline some of the major problem s of the
campus. Unders tandabl y, they sa"' issues through
the student s' point of view.
Parking , traffic, course registra tion, campus
xecurity , false fire alarms and walkwa ys were all

mention ed.
These problem s are not new. Studen ts have been
compla ining about these issues for years. And this is

rile point.

I

II

From the studen ts' point of vie\\, little has been
done to address their. compla ints. Registe ring for
courses is just as painful as ever. The parking situation has gotten steadily worse.
The admini stration has asked student s not to
walk on the grass for years. The student s have asked
the admini stration to install practica l walkwa ys,
leading to buildin gs, for just as long.
It would be unfair to say that these problem s can
be solved overnig ht. Obviou sly, there are constraints to what the admini stration can do. Fundin g
is an persiste nt issue, sad to say.
Howev er. from the point of view of the typical
student , uninfor med of bureau cratic limitati ons, it
may seem that compla ints go comple tely unanswered. Perhap s admini strators are workin g hard in
Boyden Hall. They may be fighting obstacl es every
step of the way. They may be reachin g impass es.
The reality is, student s see only results.
Withou t results, and withou t open commu nication from the admini stration concern ing studen ts'
compla ints, student s feel ignored . The same complaints are made over and over.
The advice is this. It is for the new preside nt and

his staff.
Hear the student s and let them know they are
being heard. Report progres s and impedi ments of
progres s. Then
·
·
voice is heard above the chimin g of bells.

Doug Benson had big
hands. He walked with measured gravity. He had a
habit of strolling into the
office and dropping one of
those hands on my shoulder.
I, absorbed in task, would
turn, startled, to see his
crooked, sheepish grin
"Hi there, how are you?"
he'd say deliberat ely. He
usually was deliberat e.
My answer often would
be given quickly. I didn't
always have time enough for
Doug. He lived his life at a
leisurely pace. L like most of

us, live mme too fast.
My associati on with him
was limited to the newspaper. He'd walk in with a
story from time to time. He
liked sports, covered a lot of
basketba ll games. His stories. like his personali ty.
were casuctl, conversa tional
Often, they'd be altered, to

fit newspap er style. Doug
would stand over the edito1 's shoulder and explain
what he was trying to say
He took his writing
seriously. hut was receptive
011e o

his closet

ncn s

offered a more complete
descripti on.

"'He particip ated in
MASSPI RG and the Russian club," she wrote. "Doug
was a devoted member of
the Boston Church of
Christ. For the whole three
years he was at Bridgewa ter,
Doug attended , and invited
others to attend, a bible discussion group. The people
of that group were is closest
friends and hold the fondest
memorie s," she added.
"Doug was very humble,"
she added. A man of high
standard s in his home community, living as simply as
we. Open to accepting his
shortcom ings, always ready
to serve anyone who asked,
his philopho sy seernd to be
•others first'."
"This is the Doug I new
and loved," she wrote.
He went to New York on
Independ ence Day. He went
to the city for unknown reasons. He went alone.
They killed him of course.
They, who rob us of our
friends and our faith in
humanity . They took his
money, his wallet and his
life. The left him to die on a
sidewalk .
The newspap er said Doug
was carrying a bout $ t 50.
They took it. His life was
cashed-in for $150. Funny
thing about life, someone
can take it for such a small
sum. but it can't be bought
back at any price.
It spins my mind. I
wonder what they spent the
money on.

R.E.

Spring.
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WANTED: Behind the Bars
\

Editors note: These letters were mailed to us during the summer.
Both men are inmates of Attica Correctional Facility in Ne\.v York.
Both express a feeling ofseparation/ram societJ', ofbeing lonely or
forgotten. They wanted us to print the letters as classified ads. We
felt something would be lost if we printed only the parts they
indicated.

Attica Correction Facility
P.O. Box 149
Attica, N.Y. 14011-0149
August, 1986

Dear College Editor,
With sincere hope, I am drafting this co:mmunication to you, in the hopes you will publish
the below stated ad in your next available issue of
the Campus paper/News letter. This matter is of
extreme importance to me, and any consideration you may render would be greatly
appreciated.

Seeking: Sincere individuals to correspond with behind the walls College student. Am white, 23 yrs. old
and will answer all. If interested,
please write: Scott Pizzo, 85-C-351,
P.O. Box 149, ACF, Attica, New
York 140ll-0149.
If you are unable to publish the above,
please post this letter where the students may
view it.
Thanking you in advance,
Scott J. Pizzo
Rick Garvey 83.C.810
ATTICA CORRECTIONAL
FACILITY
POST OFFICE BOX-149
ATTICA, NEW YORK 1401 l
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in regards to possibly
having an ad placed in your campus newspaper
as it is very important to me, and I would appreciate it very much. I am incarcerated in the Attica
Correctional Facility for Men and have lost contact with the outside. I have one year left to serve
any consideration you could provide me with.
WANTED: "Behind the Walls" College student
seeking correspondence from people that really
care. Good looking Irish/ Italian, 5"9, 150 lbs.,
brown 4hair, and brown eyes. Very lonely and
forgotten. Serving four years for Burglery /Escape, with this being my last. Please write!! All
.responses welcomed and answered. Write to: Rick
Garvey, 83.C.8 I 0, Attica Correctional Facility,
P.O. Box 149, Attica, N.Y. 14011
cont.
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As I've mentione d above, I am presently
. incarcera ted so I am unable to pay for this service. If there is any reason that you can't print
this ad, I would appreciat e it then if you were able
to post it somewhe re, where interested persons
might be able to see it. Again, I would very much i
apprecia te any considera tion that you might be ·
able to provide me with and I would like to thank ·
you in advance for your time in this matter. It
really does mean alot to me. Hope your day there
is a decent one!
Respectfully Yours.,
Rick Garvey
Attica Correctio nal Facility

Dan ce you r
hea rt away
By
Karen Melanson
Have you always wanted to
learn to dance? Or. do you
already have years of dancing
exrerience·· and would like to
continue practicing'! If yes is the
answer to either of these questions, then the Creative Dance
Group may be what you are
looking for.
The Creative Dance Group is
a fun co-ed class (which may be
takt:n for one credit) for anyone
'Who has never danced before, as
well as those with more experience. Types of dance such as

By
Kristin Eaton
Due to the location of our college (near the South Shore, Fall
River, and the Boston area)
more students are commuting
rather than living on or near the
college campus. As early as 6:30
a.m., five days a week, cars can
be seen trickling into the BSC
parking lots. This continues
throughout the morning until
eve·ntually every lot is spilling
over its edges. Soon, alternative
parking areas are needed, such
as the one at the football field,
and that too is quickly filled.

Parking regulations here at
Bridgewater have been developed by a committee known as
the All-College Student Affairs
Committee. Regulations require
each car to have a BSC decal.
Decals are easy to obtain and do
not cost anything which makes
some students think commuting
is easier. However, a decal does
not guarantee a space in the
assigned parking lot area. Also,
there are strict regulations
regarding where you can and can
not park.
It is obvious that the amount
of commuting students exceeds
the amount of parking spaces.

Although they do have traffic
directors it does tend to get a bit
out of hand at times; usually
between the hours of 8 a.m. and
2 p.m., when students are coming and going, but more are coming than going.
What can be done about this
hassle? Starting a car pool program is one possible solution.
For the moment we can only grin
and bear it.
If you woud like more information concerning traffic laws
and parking difficulties, the
Chief of Campus Police or the
Office of Student Services are
the places to contact.

well as those with more experience. Types of dance such as
jazz, primitive. modern, tap, and
ballet will be taught in preparation for two concerts the group
will be performing. Students of
advanced level have the opportunity to choreograph for the
productions.
So if you love to dance and
want a serious but fun workout
along with having a good time
with friendly people - come join
the Creative Dance Group!
Classes meet at the Burnell Gymnasium on Monday nights from
6:00 - 8:30 p.m. Dress to move!

Disa rma men t
Deb ate
What's in the future for U.S.
Soviet relations? Is a limited
nuclear war .. winnable"? Do the
Soviets feel they can trust us in
arms negotiations ? Can we trust
the Soviets. to keep their end of
the bargain?
People all over the country are
demanding answers to crucial
q\.lestions surroundin g ·the
nuclear arms race 7 On September 30, 1986. Ambassador
Ralph Earle,and Ambassador
Louis Fields will debate the
issues surroundin g nuclear
disarmamen t.
Star Wars A.tier the Summit:
Opposing Views introduces
Ambassador Ralph Earle •. the
Chief Negotiator of the Salt II
Treaty and is among the most

No t Ag ain !

A row of students' cars, given tickets for illegal parking. Parking at Bridge-

authoritative and knowledgea- water State College has been a problem for several years.
(photo by Kirk
ble voices regarding nuclear war, Van Dyke)
U.S./Soviet relations, and arms
negotiations will be debating
Ambassador Louis G. Field~,
U.S. Representative to the Committee on disarmament .
Some of the issues that will be
included in this forum are: Star By
with a sensual feeling that seems successful artist is not easy. But
Wars; the prospects as well as the Karen Melanson
to grab you. ''The images seem she encourages aspiring artists
obstacles, for internation al
so human" remarked one who have the interest and drive
agreement; how arms control
"Very highly abstract" is the . admirer, "and I don't .even know to follow their dreams. She
will fit into the 1986 congres- term Rita McCarthyus ed to des- anything about art!"
stressed the importance of basic
sio·nal campaigns, as wel as the cribe her paintings, currently on
As a child, she was exposed to survival skills and said they were
presidential election in 1988; and display in the Student Union Art music and art. Painting
became a key to success.
the nuclear freeze and test bans. Gallery. The reception to wel- her specialty.
"Make sure you stay clear· The debate will be held in the come McCarthy, held Sept.10,
"'Discipline," along with her eyed and just go about it. Do
Student Union Ballroom, at 7:jO marked the. opening of her dis- university education,
she said,'' your best and learn," McCarthy
p.m. Tickets are $4.50 for the play, ..Oil on Canvas''. The dis'." has been
a big factor in my suc- said.
public, $2:50 for BSC students play will be exhibited until Oct. cess" McCarthy
When asked about her plans
paints for four
and are.available in the Student I. . . .
..
hours· a. day, every day she is for the future, McCarthy offered
Union. Information Booth.
·· "What I try to do" ·said able. She would like to paint a unique reply. She wants to see
McCarthy, "is to recreate a sen- more, but her time is limited. a desert. "I just saw the Pacific
sation rather than paint some- : Two children and a busy sche- Ocean," she said with a smile,
thing to represent it" Her work, · dule often pull her from her "now all I have to see is a desert.
which sometimes takes several easel.
But all I really want" she said, "is
m~nths to complete, overflow~
McCarthy admits becoming a just to keep_ painting"

Oil on Canva.s
The artist behin d the art

HUI\1AN SERV ICE
OPTl( )NS, INC.

CAREE R OPPORTUNITIES
Human Ssrvice Options, Inc. provides residential services
to a wide range of special needs populations.
Full and part-time permanent and temporary work schedu les available in various MBTA accessible locations.
We off er competitive salary I benefits, and In-service train-·
ing in a growth-orie nted, professional environmen t.;.
If you are a mature person with previous paid; volunteer or
internship experience with special needs, earn while you
learn at Human Service Options, Inc~ Degree in Human Services is desirable but not essential. Car helpful, but not
necessary.

Call us at 770-1405 for more information .
Human Service Options, Inc.

Adams Office Park, 6 Fort St.
Quincy, MA 02169

_..-.. . . ------- -Emp loyer ------- --An Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action

photo by John Burns

All Together Now by Rita McCarthy . Her exhibit will run until Oct. i
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Student describes first days at dorm
By
Peter Marsiglia
As I drove up Burrill Ave.
with my parents reality set in. In
the distance I could see red blurs
flagging down cars, which
brought back the memory of
being pulled over this summer
for speeding. I could not believe
that the summer was over and I
didn't even have a tan to prove it.
As a matter of fact, my opinion
of Mother Nature has changed.
It takes a mean woman to make
it rain continuously every
weekend.
The Great Hill was getting
closer and memories of cold
showers,. cold eggs, and 3 a.m.
fire alarms was haunting me
once again. I seriously considered getting out of the car and
making a run for it, like I had
done from the dentist chair
many times before. But suddenly
it was too late. I could now see
that the red blur was a shirt that
was initialed B.S.C. I could hear
the dedicated college worker say
vivaciously,"Welcome to SheaDurgin!" I thought to myself
that he must be living in Scott.
The Hill looked the same and I
must admit that I was somewhat
happy to be there. To my sur-

prise this year's move-in went
much easier. I think the staff
must have tried something new
like organization. We only had
to wait five minutes for a parking
space and I had the keys to my
room within ten minutes. It was
alot more pleasant than last
year. I can remember sitting on a
pile of my belongings out front
while my father moved the car. It ·
was not a pretty sight. I think the
word chaos describes it best.
However, I was impressed by
the apparent smoothness of
things so far, but the real surprise came the next morning. I
woke up at 8: 15 a.m. for my 9:00
a.m. class. I threw a towel
around myself and staggered to
the shower. Even though l knew
that all the hot water had been
used up by 7:00 a.m., I didn't
want to feel like a scrub all day,
so I figured l would get it over
fast.I turned the water all the
way to hot and dove in. Believe
me, I jumped out just as fast! If
the water was any hotter I think I
would have burned my, well, you
know what I mean.
After my shower I went to
breakfast. I figured that maybe
since the showers were hot, there
was a chance that the eggs would
be too. I was wrong. The food

hadn't changed.I guess it would
be impossible to fix all the
wrongs in one summer. Maybe
by next year we will be eating
eggs benedict instead of Hill
McMuffins.
My classes went alright that
day, except for history, but drop/ add will take care of that. As a
matter of fact, dinner wasn't that
bad either either. It was turkey,
one of my favorites·~·
I was tired and got ready for
bed early that evening. Figuring
that there would be a fire alarm,
I laid out a pair of pants and a
sweatshirt, set my alarm clock
and went to sleep. I couldn't
believe it when I woke up the
next morning and realized that l
had slept through the whole
night without getting up for an
alarm! At first I thought it was a
fluke, but obviously someone
has either shut the thing off, or
fixed it. Let's hope for the latter.

41. Desk
43. Dnank
44. Tune In (p.t.)

ACROSS
1. Epoch
4. Sire
9. Tennis shot

46. Alred
49. Mistake

12. Pan
13~

Odor

14. Mock
15. Adore
17. Scan
19. Aged
20. Cent
21. Chore
23. Ban
24 • Moray (pl.)
17. Some
211. Mlater
19. Pointed mluUe
30 • Verb (form of be)
31. Plan (pl.)
33. Plural of 1

Since last year there has
obviously been alot of improvements up at The Hill, and I thank
whomever is responsible. It's far
from being a Hyatt Regency, but
it's getting closer to the comforts . 34. Polson
of a Holiday Inn. All kidding 36. Eat (p.t.)
37 • .Jelly
aside, The Hill is our home nine 31. Coat
. months a year whether you like it 39. Squeeze
or not. Enjoy it while you can. 40. Twllt

YOU NEVER KNOW

50. Scary
52. \'ale
53. Course
54. OddJty
SS. Fish egp

18.
20.
21.
22.

Bard.en
lndw1e
Cede

Origin

23. Ugbter
25. Cut back
26. Bloat

28.
Spade
29. mg11 can1
31. Relation between

tones on scale

32. Inhabitant (aa:f.)
DOWN
35. Certifier
37. Ditch
1. 7th Letter,
39. Senior
Greek Alphabet
40. Trick
2. Frlpttned (Early F.111.) 42. Squabble
3. Military Depot
43. Hut
'4. Poet
4'. Monabla Mollture
5. Before
45. Irelud MIUtary
6. Depvt
Orpnlmtlo• (altltr.)
7.Aah
'46. By way of
8. Lake
47. Rock Group
9. Attome-,
48. DecnMe
10. Cel9 mother (Gr.)
51. Concendn1
11. Drone
tfi. Type, Sort

• • •

If you're like many people, you won't think about buying health insurance
until you need to use it.
The problem is-you never ·know when that's going to be.
Don't wait until it's too late. Contact the Bridgewater State College
Health Services Department today to find out about a Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plan designed especially for students. You'll receive a brochure with
all the details.

If you have questions that are not answered in
the brochure, call or write:
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
2150 Washington Street
Newton, MA 02162
Telephone:

965~7260

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Massachusetts

Registered marks are the property of the Blue Cross !ind Blue Shield Association or Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts, as applicable. ~~
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Joe Fresh man By Mark Levin e
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Class ified
For Sale

•~ts

'ftt\t. 1"t\A1" YOU Wt.t7.!:
J\N AlL-NtGH1E~\S
lOR6U. THAN tao
SUSPECT.

1981 VW Rabbit DL $1100.00 Excellent running
condition. Call Liz at 6971200 x2290 8:00a.m. 4:00p.m.

Help
Want ed
. $10-$360 WEEKLY/ Up,
Mailing Circulars! No Quotas/Bosses. Sincerely Interested rush Self-Addressed
envelope: Network-CEO .
POLB1072, Crystal Lake, IL
60014.

N ationai college marketing
company seeks individual or
campus group to work part
time assisting students in applying for credit cards. Flexible
hours. excellent $, full training. Meet students and have
FUN. Call Robin at 1-800592-2121.

Earn $$$ Travel Free with
New Englands most exciting
coed French Connection
Line. Represent Party Time &
Travel on our November
Montreal Weekends "86 . .,
Organize a small group of 15
friends and travel free. Commissions earned also. At
$79.00 this trip sells itself. Call
the Party Time & Travel
hotline at (617) 938-8839.

Anno uncem ents
BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
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Interships Available
Internship available with National Student Campaign Against
Hunger. Five Internships are available:
I-Editorial Assistant
2-Research Assistant
3-Membership Assistant
4-Media Assistant
5-World Food Day-Boston Organizer
If interested, please contact: Diane Topp, 29 Temple Place, Boston,
Ma 02111. Call 617-292-4823.
Admissions accepting applications
The Office of Admissions is currently selecting student representatives for the Admissions Visitation Program. This program enables
prospective students and their families to visit the campus. aad.t..c;) ~ ·
meet current BSC students. Volunteers are needed Mondays
through Fridays at l l:OOam and at 3:00pm, and also for additional
weekend programs. If you would like to apply. please contact Mrs.
Dorothy Pearl in the Office of Admissions, Tillinghast Hall.
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Permit parking only in Chuch Lane
Parking in Church Lane, which runs between the Art Building and
the First Parish Church, is by permit only. Only cars with specical
yellow First Parish stickers may be parked there between 7:30am4:00pm. Other cars will be towed.
The First Parish understands the campus parking problems and
regrets having to restrict parking. Because of space limitations, only
a limited number of spaces can be rented. Please be considerate of
those who have rented a space and do not park your car anywhere
in Church Lane unless you have a permit. Everyone's cooperation is
greatly needed and appreciated.
Grants for Graduate study abroad
Seniors who have an interest in studying abroad after graduation
may wish to know of two possible sources of funding: Fulbright
Grants and Rhodes Scholarships.
Rhodes Scholarships are for study at Oxford University only.
Fulb~ight Grants allow for graduate work in a wide range of
countries in Europe, South America, Africa, and the Orient. Both
programs require. applicants to demonstrate substantial academic
achievement, knowledge of a foreign language (where appropriate),
and a clear notion of the program of study (or research) to be
undertaken. As applications for both grants are due late in October,
prospective applicants should begin assembling materials immediately. Appication forms and further information are available for
Dr. Charles Nickerson, Rhodes/Fulbri ght Program Advisor, Tillinghast 312 (ex. 2283)
Conference on "War and Peace"
The Massachusetts Sociological Association is holding a conference on "War and Peace; A Socictlogical Agenda" on November 8,
1986. at the Student Union. The program will feature speakers,
teaching workshops, and a gaming simulat.ion. For further information please contact Professor Nancy Meymand or Professor
Abraham Thomas. c/o Sociology/ Anthropology Department,
x2242.
BSC Transit Service
The buses are rolling again! For information concerning BSC
Transit Service please call 697-1319. For information concering the
other Brockton area transit routes and schedules please call 5801170. For information regarding Baystate Commuter Lines Bridgewater to Boston Service please call 583-2225 or 344-223 L
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Human Factor is a Hartford
based "cover" band. Actually
they're an original band that
does covers. Well, they're a little
of both. They played in the commuter cafe on Friday,September
12, to a crowd of several. [t
wasn't their fault, though-people just didn't show up. The
fact that people left after they
showed up was their fault. I'm
not saying that they're a bad
. band, but they were also not the
best that they could he. The band
contains five very talented musicians, but they somehow fail to
float my boat. Their first set contained a couple of older Police
tunes that, I must say, were
pretty good. They also threw· in
some Prince and even played
"Ain't Nobody" by Rufus and
Chaka Kahn. Their second set
was much better, with some
more Police tunes, a couple originals, and a blistering version of
INXS' "What You Need".
As I said before, Human Factor has quite a bit of talent.

They've only been playing out
for a year, so I think that in a
little while, this band will be one
of the best around. They just
need a little more experience
playing together. After the show,
I got a chance to talk to the band.
Max Speed-"How long have
..
you been together?"
Human Factor-" About a year.
little over a year. We've actually
been playing out for a little better than a year."
MS-"Who were some of your
biggest influences?"
HF-"A lot of the _swing bands, I
mean we play a lot of Police and
stuff, but that's fairly new when
you consider that we've all been
playing for twenty years or
more. We started at a very young
age, and whoever you listen to
then makes a very big impression
on how you play."
MS-"How did you all get
to get her'?"
H F-"From incestuous band relationships.( Laughter) In Hartford, there's a group of really
talented mmicians who just play
out in each others'
cont p. 10

,,.McCarthy

exhibit

By
Max Speed

i· -

opens at S. U.
Art Gallery
By

Bob Dosi,.lead singer of Human Factor. Human Factor performed in the
commuter cafe Friday, at the fall concert sponsored by the Program
Committee. (Staff photo by Max Speed)

~-

diately strike the viewer as
violent.
The Art Gallery is open MonArtist Rita McCarthy was day through Friday, 10:00-3:00,
welcomed to Bridgewater State and Monday through Thursday
College with a reception on Sep- 6:00-8:00.
tember IO. "Oil on Canvas" is the
Other works featured in the
title of the exhibit. It is on dis- collection include, Oval, a
play in the Student Un.ion Art brightly colored absrract, Single
Gallery until October I.
Figure, a dramatic nude paintThe notion of abstract art may. ing, and an untitled work.
intimidate those unfamiliar with
the art world. McCarthy's explanation of the concept for such
•·people involves a comparison
between. impressionistic· and
abstract art. She explained. that
abstract art deals with a feeling
or a sensation, whereas impresssionistic art involves an actual
·.object. Sheusedtheexampleofa
falling man. The absract artist
. tries to capture the sensation the
; man feels as he is falling. The
impressionist depicts what he
sees~· namely the actual physical
movement.
Among the presented work is
Renee Ladurantaye

: William Blake and the Garden of
· Love, a series of panel paintings
based on the famous Blake
poem. The background is black,
it seems to state the sheer. bitterness of the. poem.
Another painting, entitled, All
. Together Now,. may be called a
social statement. Its flesh
colored tones seem to indicate a
collision of sorts and imme-

pnoro .oy John Burns

Single Ague shaM11J in
the s.u. Art Gallery.
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'.lands, so we'd all played with
=ach other in these other
~ands through the years. 1
~;uess what came about was
~hat Ji~ (Drummer) and I
'Lead Singer) formed a band
that just fell apart what we
decided we wanted to do was
to start a band that had some
sort of focus. A band that
wasn't playing every song that
became popular, but a particular kind of music. So we said
that we really wanted to play
that really LARGE sounding
pop. So we looked around
and tried to find musicians,
GOOD musicians who
wanted to do what we wanted
to do. A big problem with the
band we were in before, and
the major reason why it fell
"'apart was drugs. So a major
criterion after being a good
player was being a good
person."

MS-"I notice that even in
bands where you you
wouldn't expect it, that's a
real problem. I mean, look at
Boy George. Even he's a
heroin addict."

I

f ve ts

I 0, 1986. It is sponsored by the
class of I 989. More details an
forthcoming.

By
Christine Howard
Campus Events
September 19-Metro Night
in the ballroom, 8:00-12:00 a.m.,
tickets are $2.00, available at the
Student Union Info .Booth.
Sponsored by the Student Union
Program Committee.

Local Events
The Zeiterion Theatre of New
Bedford, is celebrating its fifth
anniversary season this year.
The opening performance will be
The Letterman , on Saturday,
September20, at 8:00 p.m. With
over 50 albums to their credit
they are as popular now as they
were 25 years ago. Hit songs
include: "Put Your Head on My
Shoulder", "Hurt So Bad", and
"Shangri-La".
Tickets are
.~17.00, $15.00, and $13.00.

September 30- Nuclear Disarmament Debate
The topic of the debate will be
"Star Wars After the Summit",
and it will feature Ambassadors
Fields, md Earle, in the Ballroom, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$2.50 for BSC students, and
$4.50 for the public.

Boston Museum of Science -the
Return of the Dinosaurs
Christmas Ball
exibition
The date for the Christmas Ball
This exhibit opens on Tueswill be Wednesday, December. day, September 16, and con-

tinues through November 30,
1986. It wil feature six gigantic
dinosaurs, including Triceratops, Pachycephalosa urus, Stegosuarus, Dimetrodon, and of
course, Tyrannosaurus Rex. The
museum hours are daily 9-5
p.m., Friday, 9-9 p.m., they are
closed Mondays. Admission is
$5 for adults, $4 for college students with I.D,, $3 for children
(4-16), and senior citizens {age 65
and up).
Koma chi
This play is based on Yukio
Mishima 's adaptation of a Noh
drama. It is directed by Daniel
Banks. It will be playing at the
Agassiz Theatre, at Radcliffe
Yard, Harvard Square, (across
from the Leab Drama Center on
Brattle St.). It is playing September I 8-2 l, 27-28, and
October 1-4, at 8 p.m. (Sep-

tember 19 at 9 p.rn.). Saturday
matinees at 2 p. m. Tickets are $7,
$4 for students and senior citizens, and are available at Bostix,
Out of Town Ticket Agency,
Harvard Square, Concert
Charge (497-1I18), at the door,
or by reservation at 495-5905.
Cuba: A View from the Inside"Forty Years of Cuban Life in
the Work and Words of Twenty
Cuban Photographers "
This photographic exibition
includes I 24 black-and-whit e
photos and videotaped interviews with photographers and
prominent Cuban citizens. It can
be seen at the Photographic
Resource Center at Boston Universit y, 602 Commonweal th
Ave., Boston, Monday through
Friday, 11 :00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Admission is free.

HF-"Exactly, and we wanted
to totally disassociate us with
that sort of thing."
MS-"Do you have any
records out or is there anything like that in the near
future for you?"
HF-"We've been working on
playing songs that people in
clubs recognize, and now that
we've got that part of the band
taken care of, what we've been
···-y doing lately is writing a lot of
- material, and very soon we1l
be going into the studio to do
a demo tape, and we11 ·shop
around for someone who will
pay for a pressing. Now
whether that will be a 45, an
EP or an LP, we're not sure.
That really costs an awful lot
of money~ and I think that if
we doh't find someone. to do
that, wen have to somehow
come up with the money ourselves. Our ultimate goal is to
become a recording band."
MS-"So really, you want to·
go as far as you can with
Human Factor."

HF-"Right, we don't want to
be playing Prince in clubs for
the rest of. our lives, we want
to be playing Human Factor
in large concert arenas. But
also, we don't want to just
-~lay what people have heard
before, and it's hard for a
band like this to get jobs in
clubs playing this stuff, but
we've built up a following of
people who don't want to hear
the same stuff over and over."

So, that's Human Factor
for you. Be on the lookout for
them in the next couple of
years, 'cause I think you11 be
-bearing a Jot from them. This
is Max Speed repeating the
eternal question by Max
Headroom--"D on't Eskimos
get tired of their weather
forecasts?"

Lesson #l

Lesson #3

There are lots of place!'\
to shop for TVs, VCRs
and stereo equipment.
But some of those places
ha\ e forgot ten the basics.

And, you probably think
all the best buys are at
the big stores, like
L
'sand K__ &
D ___'s, and, well, you
know who they are.

Like smiling.

This is a common mistake.

Or being helpful.

Often, the best buy is at
a store you'd hardly ever
imagine had good prices.

Or answering your
questions knowledgably.

Until you compare.
Or simply leaving you
alone when all vou want
to do is browse. a little
and play with the knobs
or the swit<•hes and the
little red lights.

But try renting ·warren
Beatty's Shampoo next
to the Head & Shoulders.

The following companies
have selected Bridgewater
Audio & Vi.deo to sell and
service their products.

Sorry, we forgot.
There aren't.

Lesson #5

Or Gor1e With The Wind
in thespeeial l-laleseetion
of window fans.

In fa<·t. there's\ en
few places where y.ou'll
find the kind of sel.e<'lion
that means\ ou'll nlwan;
find l'iomething you'll·
.really.enjoy;

But, no Audio Animals or
Video Vampires.

In fact, our best cus-

Finally, there's lots of
places.where you ran get
your TV, VCR.; Camcorder
or stereo equipment
serviced bv an on-location
f aetory-al~tho riz.ed
service <>enter.

·why. you <'an even pirk
up a eopy of Rambo with
your weekly pork chop
order. (Or Rockv with a
l'ide of beef!) ·

,

And, the same place
you'll find a complete
in-house, facto-ryauthorized service center.

Some Other Things
To Think About

Lesson #4

There are also lots of
pla<'es to rent moviei'i.

It's a place with
people who'll smile and
answer your questions,

We'd like you to compare.

tomers are the ones
who've gone to L--'s
or K _ _ & D--'s.

Lesson #2

Is a place where you'll
find a surprisingly large
selection,

lri:{'H~\t~'~be b:est

to

cl~'· aH your

place

TV and VCR buying
or \ideo renting,
or movie purchasing,
or reeord shopping,
or cassette selecting,
or CD picking,
or stereo browsing,
or, to find the audio
and video supplies no
one·. else has in stock,

Rt. 18 •Campus Plaza Bridgewater .697~7161

Acoustic Research
Audio Technica
Bose
Canon

CWD
Design Acoustics
Fisher
Harwood
Kiwi
Marantz
Monster Cable
Nortronics
Onkyo
O'Sullivan
Panasonic
Pioneer
RCA
Scott
Sharp
Sylvania
Terhnics
There niust be a lesson
in there somewhere.
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Soccer team
loses,th en ties
The men's soccer team opened
their season with a tough 3-1 loss
to the Southern Maine Huskies.
Bridgewater took a 1-0 lead
lead early, on a goal by Bears
striker Larry Newcomb. Newcomb outdueled a Huskies
defender after receiving an excellent pass from co-captain Robert
Graves. Newcomb beat the
Southern Maine goalie with a
straight-on shot to the right
corner.
After an evenly played first
half-half, the Huskies came out
gunning in the second half. They
pinned the the Bears in their own
end for most of the period.
The pressure finally paid off,
when the Bears were called for a
foul in the goal area, resulting in
a penalty kick. The kick, taken
by Huskies striker Kevin Bennet,
was good. The game was tied.
The Huskies took the lead
.when a mix-up in front of the
BSC goal resulted in a goal for

Husky Perry Boyden.
Bridgewater couldn't take
advantage of its few second half
opportunities and Southern
Maine put the game away with
another goal by Bennet. The
goal came off a corner kick.
The Bears faired a little better
on Tuesday, gaining a 1-1 tie
with Suffolk University. After a
scoreless first half, dominated by
Bridgewater, Bears co-captain
Bobby Graves put his team
ahead on a penalty kick.
Bridgewater lost its momemtum soon after and the Rams
tied the score when a two-on-one
situation developed in front of
the Bear's net.
The Bears controlled the two
ten-minute overtimes, but were
unable to put the ball in the
Rams' goal.
Coach Brian Marshall's crew
travels to Bristol, Rhode Island
Saturday to face Roger Wiliams.
The team will return to face
Mass Maritime Tuesday at
Swenson _Field.

Save! Southern Maine's goalie leaps and grabs a Bridgewater corner
kick (photo by Bill Bilodeau).

Field hockey opens
The.Lady Bears Field Hockey
team entertained the University
of Southern Maine on Saturday
and walked away with a 1-0
overtime loss.
"Although it wasn't the best
played game, we got a lot out of
it," said head coach Mary Lou
Thimas ...It was an adjustment
game. This was the first college
game for many of the players."

Two players going at it for the ball (photo by
Bill Bilodeau)

Sue Larson showed her skiJI
around the net. She scored both
Bridgewater goals. The game
winner came at the 25 minute
mark of the first period. Larson,
a senior hit home a pass from
freshman Kathy McGough.
Larson notched her second
goal with 6:00 left in the second
half. The assist went junior
Wendy Stoddard.

Statistics decidedly favored
The play was evenly matched
BSC. They had 29 shots to
throughout the contest, with
Smith's six .. Bsc had 18 cornerBSC firing 11 shots to USM's 12.
s hots compared to Smith's six.
The difference came with I: 17
(A corner-shot comes when a
left in the 10 minute overtime
. defenseman fouls the attack in
when USM,s Kristin Potito 1
the circle and the attack has no
slammed home the winning goal
chance for advancement.)
off a rebound.
"We had good team play,"
BSC goalies senior Amy Barsaid Thimas. "We put a lot of
ton (7 saves) and and junior
pressure on Smith all over the
· Sharon Lee had exceptional
field. Our defense played excepgames ..·Each stopped difficult
tionally well, and the goalies
shots from point· blank and
made some great saves."
beyond.
Amy Barton and Sharon Lee
The Lady Bears took to the split the netminding duties, comroad on Monday. They defeated ing up with three and two saves
Smith College easily, 2-0.
respectively.
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Bears open with loss

------~ ~~

Football team falls to Curry

PIZZA-EXPRESS
Free Coke with ANY Purchase!
We deliver to the College Free!
SUBS PIZZA
SPAGETTI SALADS
Phone: 697-8815 or 697-2207
985 Pleasant St. Bridgewater
.

By
Bob Patterson
The Bridgewater State men's varsity
football team travelled to Curry College,
matching-up against a stronger and more
experienced challenger, enroute to a 38-

21 loss.
Before Bridgewater's fourth quarter
which produced two touchdowns,
Curry dominated the game.

~surge,

Curry was lead by senior quarterback
Bob Barrett and junior running back
Michael Waithe (18 carries, 116 yards).
Barrett. tabbed as "one of the best quarterbacks in small college football," by
Bridgewater head coach Peter Mazzaferro. marched Curry 87 yards on nine
plays. The drive was capped off by a 24
yard touchdown by senior running back
Kevin Gringas.
On Bridgewater's second possession
rhe running game started to collect sound
~ardage, but nvo costly penalties and a
quarterback sack forced Bridgewater to

punt on fourth and 28.
Bridgewater's starting running back

rv1 ike Abbruzzese was knocked from the
game early in the first game with a rib
injury. The running duties were left to
sophomore Tum Egan (IO carries. 49
yards) and Le'.,;hman Frank Dennison (8
carries. 54 y~irds l.
Late in fr,:
quarter. Curry intercepted units
'.! 39 yard line. They tool;
advantage of the turnover. The team
--~.. drove for its second towchdown, giving
Curry a 14~0 lead.
On Bridgewater's first possession of
the second quarter another costly error
led to a third Curry towchdown. Bridgewater furn bled on its own 19 yard line.
Curry recovered. Seven plays later
Waithe plunged from one yard out for his
second touchdown of the game. A converted extra point advanced Curry's lead
to 21-0.
Late in the second quarter, Mazzaferro
replaced starting· quarterback, sophomore Mike Wallace, with freshman Greg
Payette.
Payette responded to the challenge. He
moved the Bridgewater offense 71 yards
for the teams first score of the game.
Payette hit tight-end Tom Hartley with a
20 yard touchdown pass with 1:20 left in
the first half. Curry's lead was cut to 21-7.
Curry went to the till again at the start
of the third quarter. They scored their
fourth touchdown on a two yard run by
half-back Ed Fester. The point-after fattened their lead to 28-7.
Later, a Curry field goal widened the
...,..,,gap by three more points.
'" Despite the margin on the scoreboard,
Bridgewater kept to its running game
plan.
"We're traditionally a running team,"
Mazzaferro said after the game. "Our
game plan was to keep the ball on the
'..::..ground to keep their offense of the field."
But tradition fell victim to a superior
foe this time. Bridgewater was unable to
sustain an effective running attack
against a stable Curry defense. .
The fourth quarter showcased a neversay-die Bridgewater offense. Wallace
came back off the bench to cut the Curry
lead with two towchdowns.
Bridgewater's Mike Gallagher recovered a Curry fumble on the Curry 37
... yard line. Wallace quickly hit flanker

Gary McGarth with a 32 yard pass. The
ball was spotted on the Curry five yard
line. Two plays later. Wallace ran around
the left end for the touchdown.
But Curry answered with another
touchdown.
Bridgewater closed out the scoring
with slightly more than one minute left to
play. This time, Wallace ran off right
tackle from ten yards out. The two point
conversion attempt was incomplete.

.

